Make your IT
operations
predictable
with the
ultimately
scalable

Flowmon
Collector
A deep understanding of what is
happening in the network is a key
to ensure the smooth running and
security of any modern organisation.
Equipped with Flowmon Collector, IT
experts get such a deep insight. They
can troubleshoot quickly, optimize
performance of the IT infrastructure and
protect company wealth against modern
cyber threats.

Flowmon Collector
Ensuring smooth network
operations
Flowmon Collector is a powerful standalone appliance
providing detailed network traffic visibility. The solution is
dedicated for collection, visualization, analysis and longterm storage of network statistics (NetFlow v5/v9, IPFIX
and other flow data) generated from routers, switches,
firewalls or specialized Flowmon Probes.
With a well-arranged user interface Flowmon Collector
allows administrators to have absolute control over
the network to troubleshoot operational issues quickly,
enhance network and application performance and deal
with modern cyber threats.
Flowmon Collector is optimized for storing and processing
high amounts of statistical data. Most importantly it
saves your time by organising and presenting relevant
information effortlessly. The intuitive dashboard presents
the overall state of your network, application, cloud
services and users, and also stresses the points of interest.
This is available from your web browser, mobile application,
or as an email report. If you want to know the root-cause,
affected users, SLA breaches or who is responsible to
sort out any problem, simply click to drill-down to any
communication.

Get absolute control over your
network
Visit www.flowmon.com to download the free trial of
Flowmon Collector. Evaluate the functionality of the
solution in your environment when receiving:





Real-time network traffic monitoring and visibility
Detection of operational and configuration issues
Quick troubleshooting and ticket resolution
Reduction in network implementation, operation
and costs

Fast Resolution
Find root cause with offthe-shelf dashboard or make
your own. Click for deeper
insight and drill-down to any
communication. Get reports
and alerts to reduce MTTR
dramatically.

True Flexibility
Have data always available with
no aggregation, for unlimited
periods. Up to 400k flows/s on
a single device for analytics,
performance and security.

Broad
Compatibility
Use your network as a sensor.
Get flow data from standing
routers, switches and firewalls.
Deploy non-intrusively to any
size, type and design of IP
network at no additional costs.

Ease-of-Use
Benefit from a complete
portfolio of virtual and
hardware appliances.
Quick deployment and
straightforward management
enables you to monitor and
secure your network with no
extra skills.

“The installation of Flowmon is very simple and
intuitive. Thanks to Flowmon, we are provided
with network visibility that we previously
lacked.”
Masahiro Sato
Operations Network Engineer
SEGA

www.flowmon.com

